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Abstract. Argumentation semantics in extended logic programming has been
defined in [5,12] for a single agent which determines its believes by an internal
argumentation process. In this paper we extend the initial argumentation frame-
work to a multi-agent setting including both argumentation and cooperation. We
define inference for multi-agent systems and define an algorithm for inference.
We sketch an argumentation protocol and line out by an example how it is imple-
mented using vivid agents [15,13].
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1 Introduction

In the last 5-10 years researchers have been devoting much work to the semantics of
logic programs. Among the different approaches that usually either emphasise an oper-
ational or a declarative view argumentation semantics turned out to be a very intuitive
approach. Rather than defi ning a semantics in technical terms argumentation semantics
uses the metaphor of argumentation as used in politics, law, discourse, etc. and formal-
izes a part of it suffi cient to give a meaning to extended logic programs. Intuitively,
argumentation semantics treats the evaluation of a logic program as an argumentation
process, where a goal G holds if all arguments supporting G cannot be attacked any-
more. Thus, logic programming is seen as a discourse involving attacking and counter-
attacking arguments.

While argumentation in rhetorics comprises a variety of fi gures logic programming
can be described in terms of two fi gures: Reductio ad absurdum- and ground-attack [6]
or equivalent rebut and undercut [12]. The former classifi es an argument that leads to
a contradiction under the current believes and arguments, and the latter an argument
that falsifi es the premise of one of the current arguments. Argumentation semantics
in extended logic programming has been defi ned in [5,12] for a single agent which
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determines its believes by an internal argumentation process. In this paper we extend the
initial argumentation framework to a multi-agent setting including both argumentation
and cooperation. We defi ne inference for multi-agent systems and defi ne an algorithm
for inference. We sketch an argumentation protocol and line out by an example how it
is implemented using vivid agents [15,13].

2 Basic Definitions

Since Prolog became a standard in logic programmingmuch research has been devoted
to the semantics of logic programs. In particular, Prolog's unsatisfactory treatment of
negation as fi nite failure led to many innovations.Well-founded semantics [8] turned out
to be a promising approach to cope with negation by default. Subsequent work extended
well-founded semantics with a form of explicit negation and constraints [11,4] and
showed that the richer language, called WFSX, is appropriate for a spate of knowledge
representation and reasoning forms [9,10,3].

Definition 1. Extended Logic Program, Integrity Constraint
An extended logic program is a (possibly infi nite) set of rules of the form L0
L1 Ll not Ll 1 not Lm 0 l m where each Li is an objective literal (0
i m). An objective literal is either an atom A or its explicit negation A. Literals of
the form notL are called default literals. The set of all objective literals is called the her-
brand base H P . A rule with head L0 is called integrity constraint. The symbol
stands for falsity. A program P is inconsistent iff P , otherwise it is consistent.

The following defi nitions for argumentation are based on [5,12]. In contrast to the
latter we do not distinguish between strict and defensible rules. However, our results
can be extended to this direction.

Definition 2. Argument
Let P be an extended logic program. An argument for a conclusion L is a fi nite sequence
A rn rm of ground instances of rules ri P such that

1. for every n i m, for every objective literal L j in the antecedent of ri there is a
k i such that L j is the consequent of rk.

2. L is the consequent of some rule of A;
3. No two distinct rules in the sequence have the same consequent.

A sequence of a subset of rules in A being an argument is called subargument. A
rule r P is called partial argument.

Definition 3. Undercut, Rebut
Let A1 and A2 be two arguments, then

– A1 undercuts A2 iff A1 is an argument for L and A2 is an argument with assumption
not L, i.e. there is an r : L0 L1 Ll not Ll 1 not Lm A2 and a l 1 j
m such that L L j.

– A1 rebuts A2 iff A1 is an argument for L and A2 is an argument for L.



– A1 attacks A2 iff A1 undercuts or rebuts A2.

Definition 4. Coherent, Conflict-free
An argument is coherent if it does not contain subarguments attacking each other. A set
Args of arguments is called conflict-free if no two arguments in Args attack each other.

Definition 5. Defeat, Acceptable
Let A1 and A2 be two arguments, then
– A1 defeats A2 iff A1 is empty and A2 incoherent or A1 undercuts A2 or A1 rebuts A2
and A2 does not undercut A1.

– A1 strictly defeats A2 iff A1 defeats A2 but not vice versa.
– A1 is acceptable wrt. a set Args of arguments iff each argument undercutting A1 is
strictly defeated by an argument in Args.

Our notion of acceptability deviates from Prakken and Sartors defi nition [12] where
an argument A1 is accepted if each defeating argument is accepted. Our notion is more
credolous and leads to more intuitive results.

Example 6. Consider the program P a not b;b not a; a , then a and b
not a are acceptabel, whereas a not b is not. For Prakken and Sartors defi nition of
acceptibility there is no acceptabel argumentwhich contradicts the intuition of a being
a fact.

Definition 7. Characteristic Function
Let P be an extended logic program and S be a subset of arguments of P, then FP S
A A is acceptable wrt. S is called characteristic function.

1. A is justified iff A is in the least fi xpoint of FP.
2. A is overruled iff A is attacked by a justifi ed argument.
3. A is defensible iff A is neither justifi ed nor overruled.

Argumentation is closely related to logic programming.While Dung uses argumen-
tation to defi ne a declarative semantics for extended logic programs, Prakken and Sar-
tor's work is driven by their application in legal reasoning. To relate argumentation
and extended logic programming, we reviewWFSX [4], a semantics for extended logic
programs.

Definition 8. Let P be an extended logic program, then
P L iff P /0 /0 t L

P M L iff P /0 /0 M L
P LA GA M true

P LA GA M L1 L2 iff P LA GA M L1 & P LA GA M L2
P LA GA M not L iff P GA GA M L or

M t & P /0 GA tu L or
M tu & P GA GA t L

P LA GA t L iff L LA & L L1 Ll not Ll 1 notLm P &
P LA L GA L t L1 Ll not Ll 1 notLm

P LA GA tu L iff L LA & P GA GA t L &
L L1 Ll not Ll 1 notLm P &
P LA L GA L tu L1 Ll not Ll 1 notLm



The inference operator has three parameters M, LA, and GA, where M is either t
or tu indicating that we want to prove verity (t) and non-falsity (tu), respectively, LA
and GA are lists of local and global ancestors that allow to detect negative and positive
loops which lead to inference of non-falsity and failure, respectively; for details see
[1,2,4]. For consistent programs the above inference operator yields the same results as
the argumentation process:

Proposition 9. Relation of and Argumentation
Let P be consistent. P t L, iff L is a conclusion from a justified argument. P t notL,
iff L is a conclusion from an overruled argument. P t L and P tu L iff L is a con-
clusion from a defensible argument.

Proof sketch: Inference by argumentation is equivalent to WFSX given by bottom-
up evaluation of extended logic programs [12], which is in turn equivalent to top-down
inference [4]. For inconsistent programs argumentation semantics and WFSX slightly
differ. ByWFSX a and a can be inferred from the inconsistent program a a which
is not the case for argumentation semantics [12].

3 Multi-Agent Argumentation

There are two main reasons to extend the single-agent to a multi-agent approach:

1. Given an extended logic program, we want to distribute the program and its evalua-
tion over a network. A semantics for implicitly parallel extended logic programs in
terms of argumentation may be promising to be close to an operational semantics,
since argumentation is naturally distributed.

2. Given several extended logic programs corresponding to agents with their individ-
ual view of the world we want to obtain their global believes.

I.e. in the fi rst case, we partition a program and compute its semantics distributely to
solve more complex problems or speed up evaluation. In the second case we exchange
parts of several independent or overlapping programs and want to obtain a consensus
among the programs concerning inference of literals.

Both approaches need an inference operation for MAS, the only difference being
that in the fi rst case we wish that the MAS proof procedure coincides with the single-
agent one.

Definition 10. Multi-Agent System
Let Agi be extended logic programs, where 1 i n. Then the set A Ag1 Agn
is called multi-agent system.

Definition 11. i Let A Ag1 Agn be a MAS, then



A i L iff A /0 /0 t i L
A LA GA M i true

A LA GA M i L1 L2 iff A LA GA M i L1 & A LA GA M i L2
A LA GA M i not L iff A GA GA M i L or

M t & A /0 GA tu i L or
M tu & A GA GA t i L

A LA GA t i L iff L LA & L L1 Ll not Ll 1 notLm Agi &
f.a. 1 k l ex.1 j n s.t.
A LA L GA L t j Lk &

f.a. l 1 k m f.a.1 j n :
A LA L GA L t j notLk

A LA GA tu i L iff L LA & f.a.1 j n : A GA GA t j L &
L L1 Ll not Ll 1 notLm Agi &
f.a. 1 k l ex.1 j n s.t.
A LA L GA L tu j Lk &

f.a. l 1 k m f.a.1 j n :
A LA L GA L tu j notLk

A L iff
n

i 1
A L

While 1. to 4. of i are identical to items 5. and 6. differ. Item 5 states that an
agent can infer L if it has a rule for L whose body can be proven with the help of the
other agents. This cooperative prove means that any objective literal in the body has to
be proven by a least one agent, whereas default literals have to be infered by all of them,
i.e. to infer L no agent should object to the default assumptions. Item 6. is similar to 5.
for mode tu . Multi-agent inference is closely related to the single agent semantics. For
n 1, i.e. A Ag1 , and 1 coincide. But in general this is not the case. The main
difference being that for multi-agent inference default assumptions are treated locally,
whereas conclusions via arguments are subject to global consensus.

Proposition 12. is not equivalent to i.

Example 13. For Ag1 a not b , Ag2 b and A Ag1 Ag2 we have A 1
not b not a, A 2 b, and A b not a. At fi rst sight it seems puzzling that Ag1 does
not infer a. The reason is that concluding a requires Ag2 to agree to not b which is
obviously not the case.

However, if an agent has complete knowledge about a literal single and multi-agent
semantics are equivalent.

Definition 14. Partial and Complete Defi nition
Let A Ag1 Agn be a MAS. Agi defines L partially iff L H Agi . Agi defines
L completely, iff Agi is the only agent defi ning L partially.

Proposition 15. Let Agi be an agent that defines L completely, then A L iff A i L.



Proposition 16. Let a1 am be all indices of agents partially defining L, then A
L iff ex. j such that A a j L.

Since previous approaches did not tackle multi-agent argumentation there was no
need for cooperation.With two or more agents involved in the process it may be the case
that an agent needs the support of another one in order to counter-argue. For example,
in a trial a prosecutor may need the help of a witness to defeat the arguments of the
defender.

Definition 17. Successful Cooperation
Let A be a MAS. Agent Agi A successfully cooperates wrt. a partial argumentA Agi
iff for all objective literals L in the body of A there is an agent Ag j A such that A j L.

Proposition 18. If an agent successfully cooperates wrt. a partial argument A and A
is equal to A with all objective literals removed from A's body, then A is an argument.

To infer conclusions the agents have to agree on the justifi ed arguments. To obtain
one any possible attack has to be overruled.

Proposition 19. A is justified iff any attack is overruled.

The above proposition is the core for an algorithm. Additionally we make use of
a dialogue tree [12] where each agent stores the dialogues it has been involved in. To
fully implement the algorithm sketched below, the dialogue trees have to be extended
to include dialogues on cooperation.
Algorithm:
Proponent, Argumentation:
1. On receipt of a query to infer L, cooperate for arguments for L and then propose these
arguments
2. On receipt of an agreement, add it in the dialogue tree and check tree's leaves
3. On receipt of an oppose, cooperate for counter-arguments and then propose them. If
there are none, answer initial request negatively
Opponents, Argumentation:
1. On receipt of a proposal, cooperate for counter-arguments and then oppose. If there
are none, then agree with proposal
Both, Cooperation for L:
1. For all objective literals L in the body of a partial argument for L ask all agents to
infer L
2. On receipt of a reply, update cooperation process.

To implement the above algorithm we need agents with an expressive knowledge
system and reaction rules such as vivid agents [15,13].

4 Vivid Agents

A vivid agent is a software-controlled systemwhose state is represented by a knowledge
base, and whose behavior is represented by means of action and reaction rules. Follow-
ing [14], the state of an agent is described in terms of mental qualities, such as beliefs



and intentions. The basic functionality of a vivid agent comprises a knowledge system
(including an update and an inference operation), and the capability to represent and
perform actions in order to be able to generate and execute plans. Since a vivid agent is
`situated' in an environment with which it has to be able to communicate, it also needs
the ability to react in response to perception events, and in response to communication
events created by the communication acts of other agents. Notice that the concept of
vivid agents is based on the important distinction between action and reaction: actions
are fi rst planned and then executed in order to solve a task or to achieve a goal, while
reactions are triggered by perception and communication events. Reactions may be im-
mediate and independent from the current knowledge state of the agent but they may
also depend on the result of deliberation. In any case, they are triggered by events which
are not controlled by the agent. A vivid agent without the capability to accept explicit
tasks and to solve them by means of planning and plan execution is called reagent. The
tasks of reagents cannot be assigned in the form of explicit ('see to it that' ) goals at
run time, but have to be encoded in the specifi cation of their reactive behavior at design
time.

We do not assume a fi xed formal language and a fi xed logical system for the
knowledge-base of an agent. Rather, we believe that it is more appropriate to choose
a suitable knowledge system for each agent individually according to its domain and its
tasks. In the case of diagnosis agents, extended logic programs proved to be an appro-
priate form of the knowledge base of an agent because it is essential for model-based
diagnosis to be able to represent negative facts, default rules and constraints.

4.1 Specification and Execution of Reagents

Simple vivid agents whose mental state comprises only beliefs, and whose behavior is
purely reactive, i.e. not based on any form of planning and plan execution, are called
reagents. A reagent R X EQ RR , on the basis of a knowledge system K consists of

1. a knowledge base X LKB,
2. an event queue EQ being a list of instantiated event expressions, and
3. a set RR of reaction rules, consisting of epistemic and physical reaction and inter-
action rules which code the reactive and communicative behavior of the agent.

A multi-reagent system is a tuple of reagents S R1 Rn

Operational Semantics of ReactionRules Reaction rules encode the behavior of vivid
agents in response to perception events created by the agent's perception subsystems,
and to communication events created by communication acts of other agents. We distin-
guish between epistemic, physical and communicative reaction rules, and call the latter
interaction rules. We use LPEvt and LCEvt to denote the perception and communication
event languages, and LEvt LPEvt LCEvt. The following table describes the different
formats of epistemic, physical and communicative reaction rules:

Eff ε U S Cond
α V Eff ε U S Cond

η V R Eff ε U S Cond



The event condition ε U S is a test whether the event queue of the agent
contains a message of the form ε U sent by some perception subsystem of the agent
or by another agent identifi ed by S, where ε LEvt represents a perception or a com-
munication event type, and U is a suitable list of parameters. The epistemic condition
Cond LQuery refers to the current knowledge state, and the epistemic effect Eff LInput
specifi es an update of the current knowledge state.

Physical Reaction: α V calls a procedure realizing the action α with parameters
V .

Communicative Reaction: η V R sends the message η LCEvt with para-
meters V to the receiver R.

Both perception and communication events are represented by incoming messages. In
general, reactions are based both on perception and on knowledge. Immediate reactions
do not allow for deliberation. They are represented by rules with an empty epistemic
premise, i.e. Cond . Timely reactions can be achieved by guaranteeing fast re-
sponse times for checking the precondition of a reaction rule. This will be the case,
for instance, if the precondition can be checked by simple table look-up (such as in
relational databases or fact bases).

Reaction rules are triggered by events. The agent interpreter continually checks the
event queue of the agent. If there is a new event message, it is matched with the event
condition of all reaction rules, and the epistemic conditions of those rules matching
the event are evaluated. If they are satisfi able in the current knowledge base, all free
variables in the rules are instantiated accordingly resulting in a set of triggered actions
with associated epistemic effects. All these actions are then executed, leading to phys-
ical actions and to sending messages to other agents, and their epistemic effects are
assimilated into the current knowledge base.

5 Argumentation Protocol

To implement the MAS's inference operation, the agents evolve an argumentation
process. In the light of speech act theory and subsequent agent communication lan-
guages such as ACL, KIF, or KQML [7] we can identify fi ve relevant speech acts of the
dialogues:

1. An agent requests inference of a literal L by sending a token ask L ,
2. and replies to a request by reply L .
3. An agent proposes a conclusion L to other agents by sending the token

propose L A LA GA M where A is the agent's argument A for conclusion L. LA,
GA, andM are parameters for local and global ancestors and the mode due to defi -
nition 11

4. An agent opposes an argument by oppose L A LA GA M L A LA GA M
where L A is an argument attacking the previously received L A.

5. In case the received argument is acceptable the agent acknowledges this by sending
agree L , where L is the conclusion of A.



Using the above speech acts we defi ne an argumentation protocols in terms of reac-
tion rules. We assume that a proposing agent sends its conclusion to all agents, but the
opposition against a conclusion occurs only between the proponent and the opposer.

Consider a trial with a judge, a defender, a prosecutor and a witness. The judge
has no knowledge, while the defender knows that the accused is by default not guilty
guilty not guilty, i.e. explicit negation is derived by default. The prosecutor knows
that the accused is guilty if there is evidence given by a witness: guilty seen. Finally
the witness saw the accused committing the crime and knows therefore seen If the
judge asks the defender to defend the accused an argumentation process as shown on
the right evolves.

The defender proposes not guilty by its default
assumption. The prosecutor asks the witness to
cooperate by asking whether the witness saw
the accused. With the subsequent testimony
the prosecutor generates the counter-argument
that the accused is guilty because he/she was
seen. The defender cannot attack the counter-
argument anymore and therefore answers to
the judge accordingly.

Judge

ProsecutorDefender

Witness

5. oppose

3. ask 4. reply

6. reply
1. ask

2. propose

To implement the above scenario we assume two meta predicates argument 2 and
partial argument 3. If the defender receives a query of the judge it generates an ar-
gument for its conclusion and proposes it to the prosecutor (see fi gure 1 rule 1), the
prosecutor asks the witness for cooperation in case it receives a proposal by the defense
and has a partial argument that needs further elaboration (2). If the witness is asked and
can serve the query it responds accordingly (3). The prosecutor assimilates testimonies
of the witness and informs itself to check arguments in the light of the new testimony
(4). On the receipt of the check-message the prosecutor verifi es whether there are open
proposals of the defense and arguments to counter-attack the proposal, which are then
sent. If the defense receive an oppose to its proposal it reports to the judge its failed
proposal.

If executed the example leads to a trace as shown in fi gure 2. Though the example is
small it gives a favor of the full implementation. It contains proposing, opposition and
cooperation. For the sake of simplicity it does not consider full dialogue of repeated
proposal and opposition and it does not implement the full semantics. However, the
example shows how dialogues can be easily expressed by reaction rules which are exe-
cutable. For the full implementation of the algorithm the concept of dialogue trees [12]
has to be generalized to include multiple agents and cooperation. Vivid agents have a
further advantage as tested for implemented legal reasoning. They are formally under-
pinned, which allows to verify protocols. In the proof theory lined out in [15,13] we
can prove the following proposition stating that inference by i is equivalent to a reply
transition eventually reached by the vivid agent:

Proposition 20. Let A Ag1 Agn be a MAS. Then A i L iff

Agi RRi ask L EQ
reply L

Agi RRi EQ .



1 send propose L B prosecutor
proposed L B
recv ask L judge
i am defender
argument L B

2 send ask C witness
open proposed L B
recv propose L B defender
i am prosecutor
partial argument L B C

3 send reply B A
recv ask B A
i am witness B

4 send check f or oppose prosecutor B
recv reply B witness
i am prosecutor

5 send oppose L B C D defender
recv check f or oppose prosecutor
i am prosecutor
open proposed L B
member not C B
argument C D

6 send reply notL judge
recv oppose L B C D prosecutor
proposed L B

Fig. 1. Reaction rules of the trial.

1 defender judge ask guilty
2 defender prosecutor propose guilty not guilty
3 defender assimilates proposed guilty not guilty
4 prosecutor defender propose guilty not guilty
5 prosecutor witness ask seen
6 prosecutor assimilates open proposed guilty not guilty
7 witness prosecutor ask seen
8 witness prosecutor reply seen
9 prosecutor witness reply seen
10 prosecutor prosecutor check f or oppose
11 prosecutor assimilates seen
12 prosecutor prosecutor check f or oppose
13 prosecutor defender oppose guilty not guilty guilty seen
14 defender prosecutor oppose guilty not guilty guilty seen
15 defender judge reply not guilty
16 judge defender reply not guilty

Fig. 2. Trace of the trial example.



6 Comparison and Conclusion

The work presented in this paper is based on work by Dung [5,6] and Prakken and
Sartor [12] on argumentation. Dung defi nes a declarative semantics for extended logic
programs using themetaphor of argumentation.Our work continues this line of research
in that we extend the single-agent approach to a multi-agent one. Prakken and Sartor
are motivated by legal reasoning and defi ne a rigorous and concise framework similar
to Dung's. Prakken and Sartor also deal only with a single agent and therefore do not
tackle the issue of cooperation. Defeasible priorities as used in [12] can be easily added
in the implementation by defi ning the meta predicate argument accordingly. In contrast
to ours, Dung's and Prakken and Sartor's work is not implemented.

In this article we showed the connection between top-down inference of WFSX and
bottom-up argumentation. We extended top-down inference from single to multi-agent
and discussed the relation. We designed an argumentation language to specify argu-
mentation protocols for multi-agent systems and implemented multi-agent inference by
vivid agents. For a full implementation dialogue trees have to be extended to include
cooperation.
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